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African American literature in the last decades of the 20th century and beginning of the 21st 
century has been facing the challenge of identity politics. Can literature be defined by the color of the 
author’s skin? Is there a “black theme” and/or “African American theme” that would give a work the 
right to claim it is African American literature? What is the definition of African American literature? 
All of these questions are latent in the literary criticism of black Americans. African American 
literary criticism’s ultimate aim is ostensibly to establish non-essentialistic literary criticism; however, 
paradoxically, it needs race to define itself. The way African American literature became a genre – 
with the writers’ skin color defining the group – and how other generic characters were considered 
subordinate, came to be problematic in the late 20th century. Gene Jarrett argues that African 
American literature is “anomalous” and capable of exploring various themes other than race. Katya 
Gibel Azoulay’s opposition to the “essentialist reification of race” challenges deeply ingrained 
assumptions about identity and challenges the racial labeling of literary texts. Werner Sollors’ study 
on interracial literature pushes the boundaries of African American literature. Charles Johnson’s 2008 
essay “The End of Black American Narrative” and Kenneth Warren’s What Was African American 
Literature? published in 2011 are still new reminders for us, historicizing the notion of African 
American literature itself. The problem with racial identity and literary genre has been discussed 
since the 1980s, and we have yet to find an alternative approach to African American literature. The 
paradox is that criticism must rely on the notion of race while its most urgent and important task is to 
reveal how race as a notion operates and functions – negatively, for the most of part – within the text. 
This further invites a critical connivance that reduces everything in the text to ideological and racial 
constructs.  
In order to call this situation into question and possibly provide a new framework for African 
American literature and literary criticism, this study tries to examine one of the most intimate human 
relations depicted in the literary texts that have been constantly interpreted in ideological terms: Love. 
Love, indeed, is a recurrent subject matter dealt with in literature, whether as a central or a peripheral 
theme. Because love is something we have to explain with language, it is always contextualized, 
interpreted, and therefore deferred. An intimate relationship between two people is almost always 
denominated as something similar to love. The way love is interpreted very much depends on the 
critical paradigm in which the literature is discussed. The context and critical paradigm this study 
focuses on is African American literature, and the object of interpretation is love in African American 
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literature. The question posed here is, then, what do we talk about when we talk about love in 
African American literature?  
This question, however, falls into a pitfall because one cannot really find narratives of “love” 
in African American literature. The love in African American literature invites the contexts of 
something other than love. I am not suggesting that every critical work of African American 
literature is about slavery. Rather I want to call attention to the unexamined assumption that love 
relationships operate in African American literature to signify miscegenation, passing, loss and 
recovery of black femininity and/or masculinity. In other words, love relationships in African 
American literature are not the experience of love itself, but are, rather, social, cultural, political and 
historical experiences. Such an interpretive paradigm affords an insight into the political and 
historical context that enabled and disabled “love” in African American culture, but leaves open the 
question of individual human relationships. If an intimate relation between two people is not love, 
but something else – a metaphor for slavery, an allegory of exploitation, the symbol of unforgettable 
(and therefore unforgivable) oppression – such a historical reading paradoxically reinforces the 
notion of ahistorical race relations. Because the love relationship is construed ultimately in terms of 
race, the notion of race becomes a template, a fixed referent. This eventually leads criticism into a 
cul-de-sac, in which an experience of love is impossible in African American literature; reading love 
only through the racial trope is to reduce human relations into a single notion of race relations.  
I argue that the impossibility of love in African American literature is indeed a critical issue. 
Because love is deeply connected to the issues of tolerance and forgiveness, as I will discuss in the 
following chapters; the impossibility of love itself suggests our inability to envision a truly liberal 
society. The narratives of love this study proposes to examine are not sentimental love stories in a 
Richardsonian sense where the love story as a plot is conventionalized and utilized to restore 
traditional masculinity and femininity. Nor am I concerned with the thematic impossibility of love as 
Leslie Fiedler explores in Love and Death in the American Novel. What I call a narrative of love in 
this study is a critical framework which tries to reexamine the residue of the texts outside of previous 
interpretations. This focus on the narrative of love reveals the dilemma of contemporary African 
American literary criticism explained above. In this sense, this study entails the examination of its 
own critical dilemma. By reading narratives of love in African American literature, this study 
proposes an alternative critical framework for interpreting human relations. It attempts to add a 
newer and different level of reading to challenge the identity politics that have dominated African 
American literary criticism. By focusing on narratives of love, this study also reexamines the 
narrative form itself. The diversity of narrative forms in African American literature, from 
autobiography to science fiction, is usually regarded as a subversion of the preexisting narrative 
forms created by whites. Diversity is often understood as a measure of literary transgression from 
standard (white) narratives. What is problematic about this is the uncritical prioritization of the 
notion of race. By disfiguring racial readings, this study hopes to provide different possibilities for 
interpreting human relations in the post-Civil Rights era. 
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Because the problems and challenges in African American literature I have discussed above 
characteristically belong to the post-Civil Rights era, literary works I examine in this study are 
novels by four contemporary African American writers writing after the 1970s: Walter Mosley, 
Octavia E. Butler, Gayl Jones, and Charles Johnson. They afford a critical insight into the 
experiences of love that have previously been reduced to racial experience. Specifically, I shall 
examine the critical responses to the texts and propose an alternative reading of the love depicted in 
them. It should be noted that the novels discussed here have received relatively few critical responses 
because they deviate from the ideological and theoretical concept of race, and hence have received 
ambivalent reactions from critics. 
Several notions and theoretical concepts are important to this study. Yet these will be utilized 
not as a theoretical apparatus to diagnose the works, but rather as notions that can be reworked and 
thoroughly reexamined within the literary works I take as examples. First, in analyzing the narrative 
of love in the novels, I will be in conversation with African American feminist criticisms. Audre 
Lorde’s “Erotic as Power,” is one of the most important notions examined in this study. Adding to 
this, there are two other notions I shall draw upon: tolerance and forgiveness. The former directly 
relates to our contemporary social and political condition in a global age where the degree of 
tolerance and/or intolerance is constantly at issue. This further promotes the question of what the 
condition of tolerance is. I argue that the ultimate condition of love, a state of tolerance, is the state 
of forgiveness. Utilizing Jacques Derrida’s notion of pure pardon, this study examines the possibility 
of love by forgiving the unforgivable.  
Each chapter focuses on one author, but the whole dissertation is divided roughly into two 
phases for the reading of love in African American literature. The first half of the study, Chapter 1, 
“Race and Genre-Making: Contemporary African American Literary Criticism and Its Problems with 
Narrative Form,” and Chapter 2, “Unsolved Mystery of Racial Identity: Walter Mosley’s Detective 
Fiction and (Im)possibilities of Identity Politics,” discusses Walter Mosley and Octavia E. Butler. I 
shall examine how miscegenation and passing do not only operate as signifiers of African American 
history and legacy but also as a challenge to the human ability to love. Mosley’s works invite us to be 
critical of our own reading paradigm while Butler constantly questions whether we are ready to 
tolerate the differences between human beings. This section discusses contemporary African 
American literary criticism and its problem via Mosley’s and Butler’s works focusing on the 
previous paradigm of interpretation. In so doing, it delineates the narratives of love and highlights 
the very challenges proposed by both writers.  
The second half of the study, Chapter 3, “Pleasure and Pain: Gayl Jones and the Blues 
Narrative Revisited,” Chapter 4, “‘The End of the Black American Narrative’: Bondage and Freedom 
in Charles Johnson’s Middle Passage,” Chapter 5, “From Bondage to Nirvana: Love and Forgiveness 
in Oxherding Tale,” further examines the possibilities of narratives of love in Gayl Jones’ and 
Charles Johnson’s works. Different from Mosley and Butler, there are not really specific interracial 
couples in Jones’ and Johnson’s works. Despite not being interracial, the amorous relations between 
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characters in both writers’ works are very problematic as well as challenging. In both cases, the 
legacy of slavery interrupts the experience of love. In Jones’s Corregidora, the challenge of the 
heroine is to change the meaning of the past in order to have a intimate and loving relationship with 
her ex-husband. While Jones ultimately challenges us with the difficult relationship between the past 
and racial identity, Johnson further pushes it to the casting off egocentric ways to communicate and 
relate to other human beings. In short, the first part of the study digs into “why” and “what:” why 
narratives of love are displaced by other readings, what is at stake when it is missing, and the import 
of recovering and delineating the newer reading of love. The second half explores the “how,” where I 
will discuss the way in which writers try to express narratives of love, where the experience of love 
is involved not only in a loving relationship with another, but also in tolerating and forgiving.  
Examinations of love in African American literature with a focus on narrative forms further 
raise a deeper and broader question, the question of humanity. This study will examine the 
contemporary African American literature’s epistemological mission, in which the novels are trying 
to provide us with a better understanding of this world not only via one literary trope, but also 
through a much denser and complicated experience.  
 
